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A letter from Ralph Siser,
of Providence, R.I. contains
the following comment I "Not




so right I Perhaps there lies
the answer to the 'drop out'
dilemma that has "been bother
ing the square dance world for the past few years. Call
ers seem to be paying too much attention to the 'hotshot'
dancers and not enough to beginners and little or no at-
tention to the big mass of square dancers.
They are the
people who have dutifully taken their 30 - 40 lessons and
have been presented with a diploma that states that now
they belong to the world-wide fraternity and brotherhood
of square dancing. They are the people who like to dance
once or twice a month. They try to do just that and in
no time at all find themselves lousing up the sets and
having to face up the fact that they can't keep up -
so they stay home and watch television, or take up an-
other hobby.
Something could be done for these inter-
mediate dancers - if anybody wanted to do something badL^
enough. Something simple like devoting one club meeting
b. month to their kind of dances . I am afraid that that is
too simple a solution. Traveling callers will continue
to harrass the dancers with "here's something new" .We
will keep right on with the way we've been going and














Most I'saders will ha?e been to a dance festival,
or perhaps eves to' an Irish dance competition^ and will
have seen tha faunas Irish solo-step dancing ** fast s in
tffi'cate and brilliant e consisting mostly of taps -
thcragh danced in ordinary leather-scled shoes (l^ish
dangers do not normally wear tap-bear:!; and in eosapeti
tie®, they ar-? forbicLdeae) Many readers t-oc ? will have
been to an I?isli party and will have seen some ceilidhs
dancea that is to say* sxioh dances as the -^tfails ef
Limerick* os? :: loaves of Tory* * ("ceilldhe* is. Irish
fo2P ^party^Jo Solos and ceiXidfce dances s,re two of the
th::
:3e Tuain typss of Irish dance ? and indeed the -two com
ma&esPa of the threes but the third type is in fact tho
sss't fimdementally and characteristically Irish, 2Ms
this?! ~yps hag ^seveiml names* but the best is ^innqs
figh&e* 5 Ri?saci fights we^5 once nmch more cosmos than
they as»e now? they £$£:& ftc bare flourished most Svron^--
3Lv in the late alnatsenth cent-ory and up te about th©
Gspeasi ^ii'r
The main part of this article will consist of five
sections: one describing each of these three types of
dance, one on Irish rhythms and one on Itish steps* We
shall take the rhythms first "because it is impossible
to describe the dances adequately without using words
like "reel" and "jig", and these are essentially Rhyth-
mic terms*
Although Ireland is divided politically into Sire
and Northern Ireland, this division is not a cultural
cne, and the dances and music of Ireland are remarkable
homogeneous , There may be a few dances that are purely
local, but there are none that can be described as
"widespread in Eire but not in Northern Irelandn 9 or
vice versa. Dance-style is the same, too, throughout
the island. There are differences in two of the steps
for the rinnci fighte, which we will explain later, but
they are only slight. It is popularly believed in Eire
that these differences are due to Scottish influence in
Northern Ireland, but there is no actual evidence for
this, and in fact the Eire versions of the steps are
more like Scottish steps than the Northern ones are £
Nowadays, possibly because dancing schools in Eire tend
to follow the Gaelic Folklore Commission and those in
Northern Ireland follow the Northern Ireland Physical
Education Association, the dividing line between the
versions of the steps is precisely the political fron-
tier*
Most names of dances and technical terms in Irish
dancing are in the English, not the Irish, language.
The Folklore Commission's booklet does, it is true,
give an Irish name to every dance, (just as every
street name in Dublin has its Irish version) but most
of them are rather obvious literal translations of the
English. One exception, however, is "rinnci fighte".
which is not a literal translation of the English: it
means "woven dances" whereas the usual English name for
these dances is "round dances" ~ not a particularly
good, naiae because (a) they are no rounder than s say,
"glance M4t® s and (b) they ha/re no connection with the
dances sailed Mroum& dances 3 in Scotland,, England,, or
America* sR£nscI fight© 55 is a reasonably descriptive
names in many of the figures the dancers
1 tracks do in-
terweave with one another c.
One thing to avoid is the use of the Irish term
®rinnce fada* (which literally means "long dance
11
) for
a longways dance, i*e«, a dance like "Waves of Tory
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,
in. column formation. This type of dance is a develop-
ment of the English country dance (and therefore a cou-
sin of the contra )o Ther6 was a long time ago an Irish
dance called Rinnee fada* It had nothing to do with the
country dance and seems to have been a kind of proces-
sional* It may even have had something to do with the
Heiston Furry dance (sometimes called Saddy dance )» A
number of references can be found to it in the sixteen-
th and seventeenth centuries s but nordetailsd descript--*
RHITEMS
There are four Irish dance rhythms 8 each quite def-
inite; the reel, the jig, the slip-jig, and the horn-
pipe,, The slip-jig is sometimes called ?hop-jign • There
are an enormous number- of fine tunes in each of the
first three of these rhythms - anyone who owns three or
acut Irish LPs will have noticed how little duplication
there is between them; -and anyone who has seen one of
the big Irish dance collections (such as Roche f s ?
: ITeill : 3 ©r Petrie's) will see not only how very many
times there are ? but also their proportions: jigs is
commonest , then reels, then hornpipes „ with slip-jigs
relatively uncommon^
ffee SFoeX- is fast ? smooth-flowing^ and evenly accan-
ted: welds-known ones are:-
Bonny Kate
lairy Reel




the rhythm and phrasing are pure duple, and the tunes
are best written in k[k meter. The rhythm is then an
eighth-note rhythm* and in fact many passages of a typ-
ical reel consist purely of eighth-notes, thus J
4< 4 * JTT1
The jig is equally fast, more lively, not so
smooth. This is because of its compound rhythm (triple
duple rhythm). Jigs are best written in 6/8 meter, and
many measures of a typical jig consists purely of
eighth-notes thus: r—j—i |—
r~J
# 4 4 *
This distinguishes the jig from most other compound-
rhythm times of the same tempo, e.g. 6/8 square dance
tunes, in which the usual measure is - ; . f
* f • *
Well-known jigs include "The Irish Washerwoman* , ''Maid
On the Green" , "Saddle the Pony", "Roty O l Morew and
"The Connaughtman's Ramble". First 8 measures of
"Maid on the Green"




First strain of "Ships are Sailing"
The slip~jig is in triple/triple rhythm^ and is
ustmlly written in 9/8 meter. The rhythm of. a typical
measure would he __ or
or some combination of these e Typical ,examples are "Bar
ney Brallighan""and "Drops of Brandy" . The tempo is a-
bciit *K) measures" per minute «. (Arithmetically, this
looks slower than- the 61 measures per minute of the jig,
but in fast "both dances are note-for-note about the
same tempo. The 9/8 measures of the slip**jig contain
more notes than the 6/8. measures of the jig - that is





First strain of "Barney Bralli-
ghan"
Finally, a hornpipe is much slower than the rhythms
we have just described* It has a pure duple, strongLy
dotted- rhythm, A typical hornpipe measure would have
the- rhythm f0^ jVM*
¥ell~known -h;>rn£i£«s include ," The Dsrry Hornpipe". "The
£0:73 of KL^<3hill ,! and "The Man frcm Newry", * - *
These are the classical Irish rhythms and are the
only ones used for solo step-dances and for rinncl
fighte. However, for less formal dances, such as ceil-
idhe dances, other tunes may be used. We have said that
reels are in duple rhythms and played at a certain tem-
po. But many other tunes are in pure duple rhythm and
phrasing: for example, polkas, marches, hornpipes, and
many quadrille tunes, country dance tunes and songs.
When one of these tunes is played at reel tempo and
used for dancing then the tune is called a "single reel"
Similarly, when a 6/8 tune which is not a jig is played
at jig tempo and used for dancing, then it is called-
"ningle jig". When there is any danger of confusion,
true reels are called "double reels 11 and true jigs are
called "double jigs".
favorite tunes often called single reels include:
"Rakes of Mallow", "Kerry Polka", "Spanish Ladies". Ja-
vorite single jigs include "Smash the Windows" and
"Sweets of £&,y".
SOLO BANGES
There are two quite distinct kinds of Irish step
dance, and the differences between them are greater
than might appear ar first sight.
One mind of solo is the set-dance . A set-dance con
sists of a fixed sequence of foot movements to a fixed
tune; and the dance is usually named after the tune*
Set-dances are remarkable stable: you can find two I-
rish dancers who have learnt, say, "St. Patricks Day"
at two widely differing dates and in two widely separa-
ted parts of Ireland, and who will dance it in almost
identical fashion. Set-dances are always performed in
hard-soled shoes, with typical Irish tapping movements.
First strain of "Paris ot ! s Hornpipe"
a 3M &
Tunes f jr set-dances are all hornpipes or jigs,
and the jigs are played a little more slowly than is
usual* There is a very characteristic peculiarity about
the phrasing of set-dance tunes. Most Irish dance tunes
as it happens, divide very naturally into four equal
parts: to be precise, a typical dance time will consist
of an eight-measure phrase; that phrase repeated; a sec
ond eight-measure phrase; and the second phrase repeat-
ed. The structure is, in fact, AABB. (This is a very
natural and common structure for dance tunes „ All Scot-
tish reels and jigs, and all Hew England contra dance
tunes have it. Even such exotic tunes as Croatian,
Greek, and Ukrainian ones have it surprisingly often).
However, some tunes have a slightly different division:
the structure is AABB, but A and B are not equal - A
he? ei :- ht o-r-? sures , but. B hr-£ something different. In
St. Patrick's Bsy, for example, phrase B comprises four
teen measures. The uneven phrasing has the same piquant
effect on a listener sensitive to phrase-rhythm that
syncopation has on a listener. sensitive to beat rhythm.
These tunes can only be used for set-dances - they do
not fit, the other, kinds of, dance. And although in a few
set-dances, phrase B may happen to be eight-measures
long, set-dances are at their iccst typical when B is
some other length,
:
The steps follow the same pattern. For example,
St. Patrick's Day" starts with an eight-measure step
called "step l n (music A); then comes a fourteen-meas-
ure step called "set 1",- (music B) which is repeated on
the other foot (music B again); then comes step 2 and
set 2 arranged similarly ? and so on.
"St. Patrick 1 s Day"
-g*/
1 m —Jff-f r
;
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Ilavorite set-dances, apart from °St. Patrick's Day8
are "Job of Joumeywork" "Jockey to the 5air", "Madame
Bonaparte", "Garden of Daisies" and "King of the dair-
ies 8
The other kind of solo dance has no traditional
name: I shall refer to it as the "regular stepdance" .
The individual dances of this kind have no names either,
and are named after their rhythms . The dances have no
fixed tunes - they can be accompanied by any tune of
the. correct rhythm - and no fixed steps: the dancer can
put together any sequence of steps he likes from a wide
traditional repertoire, as long as they fall into the
pattern described below.
Most of the regular step-dances are performed in
hard-soled shoes with typical Irish taps, but the jig
is sometimes, the reel usually, and the slip-jig always
danced without tapping movements. They may (especially
in Northern Ireland) then be danced in soft-soled- shoes
-usually rubber-soled shoes with canvas uppers ; some-
thing like sneakers without the thick welt. (These are
not specifically dancing shoes but are used also for
gymnastics, cycling, tennis etc.)*
The regular solo dances are
The hornpipe
The treble jig (that is s the jig with taps)
The light double jig (without taps)
The reel
The hard-shoe reel (with taps
the slip-jig
These dances have a quite definite structure £ The
first figure is a M lead-round" , in which the dancer tra
vels round a complete circle clockwise o In the simple
lead-round in a reel or a jig the dancer uses the prom-
enade step (see la,ter) but there are lead-rounds ef any
degree of complication which an able dancer can choose c
Next (except in the hornpipe) follows a "side-step" in
which the dancer, facing front, moves to his right and
back. Besides being the name of this second figure of
the dance, the term "side-step" is also the name of one
of the basic steps of Irish dancing (see later) and the
simplest side-step figure consists of nothing but dan-
cing the side-step to the right and back. There are,
however, more complicated side-step figures for any dan




Sentimentalists like to think that he is outlining a
Celtic brooch
but there is no real evidence for this
.
After the side-step come three figures which the
dancer is free to choose at will (in a competition he
is given credit if he chooses nicely varied ones); then
the lead-round and side-step (or, in the case of a horn
pipe, just the lead-round) are repeated, and the dance
finishes with one more step? which often has a speccae-
11
ular ending.
(Several Scottish dances - including Seann Trib-
has, the Scottish Lilt, and The First of August - start
with a lead-round and side-step, though they do not re-
peat these figures towards the end as the Irish dances
do. It is an interesting fact that in the first two the
lead-round is anti-clockwise, but in The First of Aug-
ust, which comes from the Hebrides - the part of Scot-
land closest to Ireland culturally - the lead-round is
in the same direction as it is in the Irish dances).
These solo-dances are sometimes danced in duets.
The two dancers agree on a particular lead-round and
side-step, and dance them side-by-side with hands join-
ed. Then one dancer stands while the other dances a fig
ure; then the first dances while the second stands, and
so on.
There are also a few dances for two or three dan-
cers with the same general structure: they have names
like "Two-hand reel", "reel in couples , "three -hand
jig" and so on. These are not as common as the solos
and are not danced in competitions. The possibilities
for figures and patterns are much richer than for solos,
and some of the figures are reminiscent of those of Aus-
trian Landlers (especially such trio landlers as Dreier
tanz and Dreisteirer), One of these dances that I have
seen is a three-hand single jig. The reader will recall
that a single jig is a tune of the type that is natural
ly written in 6/8 time but is not a jig. Jig steps are
not danced to it: instead, reel-steps are danced, but
movements that would have the rhythm J J 4 «i
when danced to reel music must have the rhythm J f 2 i
when accompanied by a single jig.
(There is no logical reason why there should not
be a solo single jig, but I have never seen one, and if
there are any they must be rare).
To be continued
iz
~J £ t\l- (<S>SQIUVRE DANCE ^#
BIFID BOOK
Svery square dancer. is familiar with these "birds" You
are lucky if you don't have three or four in your own
club I ...
The Humming BS.rd - Forever humming the tune being play-
ed, even when he doesn't know, the melody..
The Mocking Bird - While making fun of others' dancing
louses up the dance' for everybody around..
The Blue Bird - Always looks sad; why
doesn't square
dancing cheer him/her up?
The Robin' (the cradle) 'type - He. dances. . only with the
very young chicks. . • -"•
The Sparrow-Id maid - Always seems to be left over
with
no man to dance with.
The Wobbler" - Heeds' a bit of smoothing to improve
those
unsteady feet.
The Shy-lurk -You see him off in a far corner just ob-
serving. • '
The Card-n-isal - A' real' joker, complete with off-color
stories which leaves his corner's face red.
The Jay-walker - Never heard of the line
of direction-
The Road-runner -Koves like an athlete..on
the track
out to break the ^-minute mile.
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The Killed-ear - The obviously tone-deaf bird who never
hears the beat.
The Buzz-hard - Doesn't know many other steps, but sure
makes up for it on the swings
•
The Hawk - A carnivorous bird, always watching other
people's affairs.
The Bird-o-pair-o-dice - It's a real gamble to dance
with this one I
The Stool-pigeon - Svery group has one; tells all the
others when your birthday is, and how old you aret
The Chicken - Obviously scared stiff of getting out on
the dance floor.
The Rooster - The kind you see just roosting on the
sidelines.
The Common Tern - Never learned the reverse waltz.
( from the HOOLUYANN WHIRL)
8th ANNUAL
SPRING WEEKEND OF
P«LK & SQU&RE D&NCING
at The Inn at Bast Hill Barm, Troy, N.J* May 3, k &5
With
DICK CRUM * BALKAN DANCES
GERMAIN & LOUISE H3BSRT*5BSNCH MCEB $35,00
RALPH PAGE * CONTRAS & LANCERS each
CONNY TAYLOR * GMMAL POLE DANCES




Contra dances are said to appeal to a certain type
of person, and that may be true? If you like relaxei
dancing than the chances are good that yoU will become
a devotee of contras from your first introduction te
them. By relaxed I do NOT mean ploddingl I mean a temp®
of about 126 to 128 beats per minute, depending on the
skill of the dancers and the dance itself. It would be
sheer nonsense to try to dance "Money Musk11 for in-
stance, at a tempo exceeding 128 beats per minute. It
would be idiocy to attempt the whirling fun of "Eay-
makers* Jig" at a tempo of 120 beats per minute, espec-
ially if it was being called by a master of ad lib call
ingi
Thousands of people believe that contra dances are
the finest form of American folk dancing; thousands of
people believe that they are no such thing. This is par
for the course.. An even' greater number of dancers have
never tried them. An eqv&l number have never heard of
them, more's the. pity.
Your introduction to. them should be to dance one
of the easier ones; a dance "perhaps - like "Dud's Reel"
(which is almost foolproof; you can make a mistake, but
you have to work at i'ft)', or Haymakers' Jig", cr almost
any one of the newer contras that has no actual "cast."
off" figure in it. There is one there, but you are not
aware of it.
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There are several reasons why contra dances are
not more popular throughout the square dance world than
they are. If your club has never danced them it is he-
cause your caller does not know how to call them. It is
as simple as that. They are not difficult to call or to
teach, "but the caller or teacher must have at least a
rudimentary kn&wledge of music and be able to count up
to eight.
<w -
They were brought to this country by our first
settlers and in the beginning of our country every one
of the thirteen colonies knew and danced them. This is
not idle chit-chat; it can be proven by old dance manu-
scripts preserved in local and state historical socie-
ties.
In the beginning it is wise to play down the histo : .
rical background of the contra dance. Your average club
member couldn't care less about that angle. He doesn't
give two hoots in a rain barrel for the fact that they
pre-date squares by some hundreds of years. In fact if
the teacher raves on at some length about such things
as their being "an important part of our dance heritage"
it is almost certain to antagonize the group and get
them into the mood of not we,nting to dance this "heri-
tage" dance. Simply say to them that "here is another
type of dance" and start right in to teach.it. After
they have been dancing them for some weeks, or even
months, you can bring out the historical bit - for a
few of the most interested ones. Introduce that part of
them over a snack at the end of the club's evening pro-
gram. And please do not be so naive as to think that
every last one who hears you will want to hear more. It
is enough that they like to dance contras. Don't dis-
courage them by going off on too scholarly a tangent.
On the dancers 1 part it is necessary that they "un
learn" a few square dance figures, For instance, it is
better that all "right and left*1 figures in contra dan-
ces be done without taking hands with the opposite per-
son. The reason is this: say you have a dozen or more
couples in your set, then when everybody is doing a
"right and left through", out of the corner of each dan
cer's eye he is going to see all those hands being of-
fered across the set. To say that he might become bewil
dered and confused is stating it mildly. Also it is bet
ter if you refrain from twirling the ladies at the
slightest provocation - or without any I Perhaps this
"tlnlearning" bit is the higgest barrier to contra dan-
ces in the modern square dance world.
I have -danced contra dances all my life and have
'taught them for forty years. For what it is worth here
is exactly how I teach a group of beginners their very
first contra. It is "Bud's Reel". Have the class ar-
range themselves into two lines; one line of men, one
line of women, all standing opposite to their partners.
Have couple one, the couple standing at the head of the
line and the couple who are nearest the teacher, change
places with each other; then couple three change places
couple five, couple seven, and so on. Tell them that
the couple who have just changed places, are called the
number one couples , and that the other, couples who did
not change places , are called the number two couples
.
The number ones will be involved with working their way
down to the other end of the line - the foot "of the set.
The number twos will be involved with working their way
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up to the head of the line, and all that is accomplish-
ed in the following manner.
Have all the number one couples face down the hall
and all of the other couples face up the hall. "Every-
body balance and swing the one in front of you. All the
gentlemen leave the girl you swing on your own right
and all face the middle of the set. All join hands up
and down your respective lines and all go forward and
back*. They should go forward four steps and back four
steps, but don't worry about it and don't say anything
to them about it. You're selling the. idea tfcat contras
are fun to dance; not selling the idea that you are en-
dowed vjith superior knov/ledget
"How the opposite ladies chain. Men, turn them a-
rourid and chain them back again. All join hands and go
forward and back exactly as you did before. Now circle
four with your opposite couple. Go once around. Then
circle four the other way back. You have done the dance
once through. All of the number one couples face down;
all the number two couples face up. There is someone
new standing in front of you. That is the way it should
be. Don't panic. You're going to dance with everybody
in the set - if the music goes long enough"
.
There will now be a couple at the head of the set
and a couple at the foot of the set who have no one to
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dance with* That is par for the course. Explain that
these two couples are temporarily known as "neutral 11
• couples , They are to remain right where they are for
the. next round of the dance » Walk them through the en-
tire dance once more. Then have everybody return to
their original places and say something like "Now let's
dance that much of Dud's Reel to music". And do exactly
that. Jfo more. Just twice through the dance. Stop the
music. Have the "neutral" couple at the head change pla
ces with each other. Tell them that now they are going
to start working their way down the line. Have the "neu
tral" couple at the foot of the set change places with
each other. Tell them that they are now ready to start
working their way up_ to the head of the set. Dance the
group through the figures twice more. Stop the muSjic.
Cross the "neutral" couples over
and explain their change in sta-
tus and working direction. Then ^^fZX
say "Let's see how far we can
go with the dance to music." C\
/N
)
Drop the needle onto the rec- ^
ord and start calling. Person-
ally, I would not call it to the end of
the record, no matter how well they were
dancing. About halfway or a little more
through, say in your loudest voice:
"Listen to the call. All join hands.
Go forward and back. Forward again and swing your part
ner. Promenade her off the flddr. You've done real well
there is ho more" 1. "' * -
By stopping partway through the record y»u suppos-
edly will stop with them waiting more, instead of feel-
ing glad that it has ended.
'
A dance group, or a dance club will like .the dances
that its caller or leader likes. That is a law as- inex-
orable as the ancient laws of the Medes and Persians.
So this is a plea to the young callers who are just be-
ginning their career; to the young men who will be the
stars of tomorrow's square dance world. Learn to dance
and to call a few contra dances. Use them in your clubs
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as a part of your regular routine. You will find them a
delightful contrast to mix in with an evening of square
dancing*
A word a"bout the kind of music you should use when
calling contras , I doubt if many of you have suitable
tunes in your record collection. Tunes that are ideal
for square, either singing or hash type do not seem to
fit a contra dance properly, Irish, Scottish, American,
French-Canadian airs are the best suited for them. The
best ones have been recorded by two record companies -
Folk Dancer and Folkcraft. Get their lists and order
dtrectly from them.
The easiest thing in the world is to sit back and
criticize, especially when it comes to telling people
what not to do. But please, please don't pile detail on
top of detail. Get them moving to music. They are not
going to remember much of what you tell them not to do
anyway, so save yourself from frustration and feed them
the details and the "not-to-do" things a few at a time,
I start teaching contras midway through the very first
lesson. It is much easier to teach them at that point
than to wait until the last week and then show them al
most as an afterthought.
Perhaps the next generation of square dancers will
be familiar with such wonderful contras as "Money Musk,
Rory O'More, Griffith's Fancy, The Bonny lass of Aber-
deen, Figure Eight, Ashley's Pride, Elegance and Simpli
city" or "The Witches' Brew, Sacketts Harbor, British
Sorrow, Maiden Reel" and "Spanking Jack".
CfornttG
Glise a Sherbrooke
. bright *s quickstep
Cincinnati Hornpipe
Blackberry Quadrille












Come Up the Backstairs
Polk Dancer MH 173
Folkcraft 1186
Victor SPA *H3*
Polk Dancer MH 5$5
Polk Dancer .MH 5^8
Folkcraft 11^1x45 ,
Polkcraft 1261
Polk Dancer MH 172
Polk Dancer MH 5*7
Folkcraft 1085
Polk Dancer MH 1071
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Lady In the Boat
Piper's Lass






Garfield ! s Hornpipe
Major Mackey's Jig
My Love Is But A Lassie
White Water Jig
Hailing Off A Log
Folkcraft 1139x45
Folk Dancer MH 5C08
Folkcraft 115^5
T"orld of Fun
Folk Dancer MH 5006
Decca




SPECIAL OTP5S FOR C3RTADF DANC33S
Money Mask Folk Dancer MH 1328
Hull's Victory Folk Dancer MH 1965
Petronella Folk Dancer MH 1367
Steamboat Quickstep - for Sacketts Harbor MH 5011
Rory O'More Folk Dancer MH 1327
Cherus Jig Folk Dancer MH 1027B
Oil] SOUJBU PUBIJfi
fcy ED MOODY
In this America of ours we have had an interming-
ling of peoples, and intermarriages of peoples from
many parts of the globe. This has seemed to have incu-
bated a freedom of thought, and a. desire in their des-
cendants to want to try new things and a,dopt those that
appeal to them, as parts of their permanent lives.
Many of our inhabitants can almost be termed suck-
er* oait for every new idea that flashes across the hori-
zon, which they verbally advertize to all their friends,
until they tire of it, then plunge into some other act-
ivity, unless the activity they are currently interest-
ed in has enough compelling attraction to make them per-
manent converts.
Let's look at such a situation. A few years agt a
friend of mine, veil versed in good square dancing and
what permanently appeals to the public, was asked t«
sit on a panel at a distant Caller's Association, where
methods of progress in the movement were to be discus-
sed. One youner- caller expressed himself thusly -wMy
people want to progress, and I have to call the. latest
dances to keep them interested. ^J?wo new ones which I
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have just learned appeal to them, and I intend to learn
every new one that comes out and offer it to them." The
two new dances he had just added to his repertoire were
"Winchester Cathedral" and "Everybody Loves Somebody",
He admitted to no knowledge of music or of choreography
but was willing to accept any new record that came out
with an idiot sheet enclosed 1.
This completely threw my friend on the panel who
really knew a bit about dancing and music. He decided
to test the ability of this blow-hard who had set him-
self up in his own locality as the authority on proper
square dancing with his own background of at least two
long years exposure to dancing and a few months calling.
My friend, after the panel discussion, took an old
fiddle, tune and the patterns on the idiot sheet of the
two "new" dances our young hero had named, and called
them to the fiddle tune in proper timing and sequence.
Well, I guess you folks have guessed it - the square
that our Horatio Alger hero was dancing in fell com-
pletely apart. Our young expert had not learned the
steps in the order the experienced man was offering
them. He had taught himself, and his dancers, complete
dances by rote and habit. He had not taught his own
body and muscles to react to calls extemporaneously in
serted by master callers to stay within the 32-measures
of the music of good dancing. He was lost, and s« would
his dancers have been, if they had been exposed to this
master who could take figures and make them into a de-
sirable dance right off the record sleeve, even though
the same figures were incorporated into the dances our
hero had memorized and called for them.
Now hear this, and hear it good, as our southern
callers say. This young scala,wag has proclaimed himself
an expert - anybody can be one fifty miles from home -
and last year his ads appeared in National Magazines
advising people that he was planning a trip west during
the summer and would condescend to call at dances altng
the way for the small fee of $10$, 00 per night 1
Nov; tell me truthfully. Do any of you believe that
this upstart will help permatize interest in square dan
cing if he is fortunate enough to be engaged anywhere
along his route of travel? When he reels off memorized
calls that came to him neatly tucked into records which
were hardly cool enough off the press to solidify? Of
course you don'ti He .will rabble-rouse his floors and
as many of those attempting to dance to his calling
have not memorized, or perhaps never been exposed t«
the patterns he uses, will louse up the entire detail.
The only memories of him after he has left town
will be of the gorgeous shirt and the silver ornaments
he wore thereon. Plus the fact in most dancers minds
that they were able to stay with a "hot shot" caller a-
bout Z% of the time. BUT the damage to the thinking
of many of the dancers present on those nights he does
work is, unrepairable. The scowls and yapping of others
in their sets when said sets fall apart, rankle and
other activities beckon, where neighbors don't sneer.
n
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Musical Mixer Fun - $1,00
by Ray Olson
Swing Below - $1,50
by $d Moody - A Book On The Contra Dance
Dancing Back The Clock - $1,30
directions for 9^ Gld-Time English Round Dances
Let's Create Old-Tyme Square Dancing - $2,50
by Ralph Sweet - A jylUST book for serious callers
New Hampshire Camp Notebook - $1,00
200 dances - square, contra, folk - songs - recipes
Country Titchen - '.>1,75
favorite recipes of Monadnock Region of H.H.
Hew Hampshire Camp lare - $1,00
favorites recipes at N.H. Polk Dance Camps
COMPLOT Y0m Fl£g OF NQRTIHRN JTJI^JTl
we have many of the back issues @ .50^ each
Order a.ny of the above material from:
Ralph Page, 117 Washington St. Xeene, N.H. 03431
r\
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Classes will be offered at Scottish Country Dancing
beginning & advanced levels in: Square Dancing
Folk Dancing
Ballroom d Social Dancing
Contra & Round Dancing
THIS mi B^2 A FAMILY DANC*! CAMP ff$$km TO ALL AGS
LIDTHLS . MAKE A NOTE OF THE DATES & PLAN TO ATTIiIND
Contact Person: Mrs. Ruth Bell
P.O. Box 905
Armdale, ITova Scotia, Canada
This Dance Camp is organized by the Nova Scotia Dance
Federation in co-operation with the Physical Education
& Recreation Office of the Department of Education.
14-L j•j* J J
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Appil 19 - 20 - 21
NATICE, MASS. HIGH SCH00L
ethnic Folk Eances
Nationality Foods
Grafts - Exhibits fflih
titimk
TRADITIONAL NUW .3JGLAND SCJjiRlS & CONTRAS - - DANCING
FOR. ALL to FESTIVAL ORCiTDSTHA
Friday Evening - Saturday Afternoon - Saturday Evening
vrORXSHOP FOR M ^£3 JRS SUNDAY 1:30 9:00 p.me
Workshop leaders - - Arthur Salzman - Israeli Dances
Floyd v/oodhull - American Squares
Admittance per session - Adults SI, 25 - Children $.75#
3 Sessions for 33*00
COM?} OKU COM3 ALL COM3 ONE COME ALL
TEE THISTLE
A Ma.gs.zine Por Scottish Dancers
Descriptions - Background - History-
Times And Places for Dancing In Canada
Six Copies per Year, $1,25
3515 Praser St. Vancouver 10, B.C.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
The Canadian P»lk Dance Record Service carries a full
line of NEW SCOTTISH RECORDS . Write for their list
605 King St., West, Toronto 2B, Ontario, Canada
////////////////////////////////////////////////77777T7
"MT1D
Copies of old recipe books, the privately printed ones
gathered together fey ladies 1 Aid tamps , Eeoeckahs, or
Churches & Granges . AND old dance & festival programs
,
Convention Programs. Don't throw them away. Send them
to me. I collect them as a part of a research project.
ALSO, any old-time music for violin or full orchestra -
Dance music only, please. Send to
Ralph Page, 117 Washington St. Keene, M.H. 03^31
lllllHllllllllllllllilmitllllllllllllllflllllllHIII
Conny Taylor, 62 Pottler Ave. Lexington, Mass. announ-
ces a new POLE DANCE RiCORD SERVICE. Por more complete
informatioE, call him at 70 2 - 71^4
iiiitiiiiiniii HiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimimTm
Thus more drop outs occur. They just drift away to be
enveigled into some otbsr pastime not so demanding on
mental reactions improperly developed bybasic training.
To teach even primary schools today, one must have
studied and passed courses - often with college degrees
- in order to present subjects to our youngsters n*»t
yet up to teen age, but anyone «an announce himself as
a square dance caller and teacher, without much funde-
mental training. He can proclaim himself an expert and
hurl trash at sensible people who naturally tire of
such a diet and just fade away.
: y>:<^ yyyy "/s^sT
Ralph Page calls for the Worcester (Mass) Quadrille
Club at their May 11 dance, 8 to 11:30 P»n».
North of Boston Callers Association hold their annual
Square Dance, Tuesday, May 21, 1968, 8 to 11 p.m. at
the Lyrm Yacht Club, Lynn, Mass- with Jack Ivans, M.C.
The Central Hew York Square Dance Association sponsors
the 6th Annual Mohawk Talley SPRING S¥ING FESTIVAL, Sat-
urday, April 27, 1968, noon to midnight, Featuring Dan
Dedo, Al Srundage, Deuce Williams, Lee Kopman, Jack and
Na Stapleton.
The 2nd annual National Challenge Square Dance Conven-
tion will be held June 27-29 in Columbus, Ohio. The dan
cing will be all hash (no singing calls, no rounds),
and will feature the highest level calling in square
dancing today. Jor information contact: T-]d Jfoote, 4-57







IT'S YOU I LOVE
as called by Jerry Helt
Introduction & Break
record MacGregor #931
Four little ladies chain straight across the ring
Chain 'em home, turn your own a left hand swing
Do si do your corner, do si do your own
Gents star right go once around the ring
Allemande left your corners, weave the ring you know
In and out around until you meet your beau
•Promenade your partner, walk her right back home
Come here. Swing me. It's you I love.
Figure:
Head couples promenade half way round the square
Go to the right, right and left thru that couple there
All join hands, circle eight, watch 'em smile
Reverse now in single file
Four little ladies backtrack, go round the set
Pass 'em once, pass twice, promenade the next
Promenade this girl when you feel blue
Come here. Swing me. IT'S YOU I LOVE.'
Dance sequence:
Introducture. Figure for the heads then the sides. Break,
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Music: "Reggie fs Cigar"
I
1/ ^X o
Original time by E. Page
_ .»' ... . #• ^«
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The Dance
? •
-*^j--#-' Couples 1-^-7 etc active
Do NOT cross over
figure 8 with th > two couples below (on own side)
Active couples do^n the center with partner
The same way back, cast off
Six hands avound (once completely aroimd)
Top two couples right and left four.
This is real old-timer. It was very popular. one hun-
dred years or so ago. Age has nothing to do with whether
a dance is good or be,d, so please accept this on its own
merits - it's a fine cance. Just complicated enough to




KOR MCE - Circle Dance
Record: B&F label, # S4M-7054 05 rpm)
The Dance - as learned from Andor Czompo.
Formation: Single circle, no partners. Hands joined.
Part 1 - Moving to the left, step sideward on L foot;
step R foot across in front of L taking we&ght on it.
Step sideward L, close R, not taking weight on R
Step sideward R, close L, not taking weight on L
Repeat all of Part 1 three more times.
The timing in Part 1 is - 1 step for each 2- beats cf
the music, i.e. step, hold, step, hold, etc*
Part 2, Continue moving to the L. Step L, cross R with
a TTSRY slight dip on R foot. Repeat three more times,
then leap onto L foot, hop on L foot, leap onto R foot,
and hold 1 count. (All leaps and hop are very slight)
Repeat 3.11 of Part 2 three more times.
The timing in Part 2 is one step for each beat of music
thus making the movement twice as fast as in Part 1.
On the record that Andor used, the dance is played thru
four times. The first time, Part 2 starts when the ve-
cal starts. Hungarian style is very erect and proud. S»
you have a chance to feel at least 10-feet tall when do
ing the dance.
The record may be obtained directly from Andor Czompe,
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A beggar man laid himself down to sleep,
Rum-sty 6ra Rum-sty
A beggar man laid himself down to sleep,
On the bajifcs of the Mercy so wide and steep,
Rum-sty 0, Rum-sty 9.
Two thieves came walking by, that way,
Rum-sty S, Rum-sty
Two thieves came walking by that way, *
,
And they came to the place where the beggar man lay,
Rum-sty 0, Rum-sty 0.
They stole his wallet and they stole his staff,
Rum-sty 0, Rum-sty 3,
They stole his wallet and they stole his staff,
And then they broke out in a great hoarse laff
,
Rum-sty 0, Rum-sty 0,
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As I was going down Newgate stairs,
Rum-sty 0, Hum-sty 0,
As I was going down Newgate Stairs,
I saw those two thieves saying their prayers,
Rum-sty 0, Rum-sty 0.
As I was going up Tyburn Hill,
Bum-sty 0, Rum-sty 0,
As I was going up Tvbura Hill,
I saw those two thieves hanging there still,
Rum-sty 0, Rum-sty 0,
The Columbus, Ohio, Folk Dancers have engaged David Hen
ry of lew York City for a Spring Workshop, April 27 and
28, 1968. The Activities will be held in the Agricul-
ture Admoni stration Auditorium at 2120 Fyffe Road on
the Ohio State University campus.
Philadelphia, Pa. Polk Dance Center announces its an-
nual Srping Weekend at Garett-Williamson Lodge with Dave
Henry and a workshop of international dances, May 24 &
25 1 19^8« They are also happy to announce a workshop at
their Center on April 20th with Germain & Louise Hebert
of St. Jean, Quebec who will present some of the dances
learned last summer in Prance
•
The lew York Branch of the Royal Scottish Country Dance
Society will hold its annual Spring Weekend at Holiday
Hills, Pawling, H.T. May 17 - 19, 1968. Further informa-
tion may be obtained directly from the Society at G.P.C.
Box 79, New York, IM.Y. 1C001





Mr, Lawrence A. (Duke) Miller, The Dean of Square Dance
Callers in the Area, and his wife, Gene
Featuring
Dick Jones . -.. •-<' ". "• * y
Mo Howard ' I I * _ Dick Leger
Geo. & Millie Ireland
, .and Eminent guests, "DUKE" and GENE MILLER
Place: - East Hill School Complex, Canajoharie, N Y.
Time: - Saturday, May 25, I968 - - Noon to Midnight
3 Halls - connected by covered corridors with perfect
accoustics in all
I
.//A//-' ////" ////.'//// IIII 11II IllI I
1968 MAINE' FOLK DANCE CAMP
Six Sessions - Plus Labor Day Weekend
June 22-28; June 29-July 5. July 6-12
Aug. 11-16; 17-23; 2^-30
Labor Day Weekend: August 30-Sep 3
Staff will include: MARY ANN H1RMAN, RALPH PAGE
ANDOR CZOMPO, STEVE GLASES
GERMAIN & LOUISE HEBERT
Further information and brochure from:
Mary Ann Herman, 108 ¥est l6th Street
New York, N.Y. 10011
xoxoxo::oxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxoxox
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Horace Guild of I^Tidon, Yt. enlisted in Co. A,
15th Vermont Regiment. In the same regiment were Hank
¥hite, his associate, Clark, both afterwards members of
the Whittemore & Clark Minstrel Co. and Knight, who was
made drum major. All went from IPairlee and vicinity. On
their way out Fnight found and bought a fiddle, which
he sold to members of Co, A, who liked fiddle music,
each member taking a share. The fiddle was kept in the
company, and was resorted to on all occasions when the
men had an opportunity to bunch up for entertainment.
Guild, Knight, White and Clark took turns carrying the
fiddle on their numerous marches. Just before the
battle of Gettysburg everybody was throwing away luggage
in preparation for the great event, but Guild took his
fiddle to the sutler, had it boxed and shipped to £4s
brother, J.J, Guild, of St. Johnsbury, Yt. where it had
been ever since e Anyone who wants to hear the "Fifteen-
th Regiment Fiddle" , which entertained the beys so long
in the army, can call on J.J. Guild, and he will rasp
out a few army tunes and show the quality of the old
fiddle.
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The COLD RIVER JOURNAL began publication in 1883
in the town of Alstead, IT .H." and for some twenty-five
or thirty years was a weekly periodical of major impor-
tance in souihwestern Hew Hampshire. It f s pages are a
gold mine to the collector of folk .lore and early Ameri
can dance lore. The time will come, and it.'s net too
far away, when a complete set of this weekly newspaper
will be worth its weight in gold.- . With that bit of in-
troduction let's take a look at what its correspondents
had to say concerning a "grand concert and ball" held
.in the town of Charles town, N.H. in February, 19§3. For
weeks its readers were readied for the event thusly:
l/6/00 Charlestown:- "Handsome posters are up announc-
ing the grand ball and concert Thursday evening, Feb. 1,
closing the dancing school term taught by Mr Daniel
Grey with unparalelled success. Beedle's orchestra of
Feene, seventeen pieces, will play, and a hot turkey
supper will be served by Miss I.M. Atwood in the lower
hall at 11 o'clock. Elaborate preparations are already
in progress to make. the ball a really elegant affair
and the social event of the winter."
Charlestown was a hotbed of square and social dan-
cing in those days and you can bet your last dollar
that the townspeople found the above news item worthy
of consideration. Few people had telephones then and to
keep up with the news of neighboring towns one read the
columns of correspondence from the various towns around.
So the word began to spread. By the following week all
the people for miles around "knew about the coming event
and had begun to talk about it. WouldnH you , in this
year of I968 begin talking about a ball that would en-
gage an orchestra of seventeen pieces'? The idea reached
high-gear the week after as we see by this item:
l/20/OO Charlestown:- "The looming grand concert and
ball, management of Daniel Grey, Thursday evening, Teb.
1, promises to be the most notable event of the kind
here in a decade. The several committees are already
working out the details which will include an elaborate
decorating of the hall. Beedle's fine orchestra ©f
Eeene will be the musical attraction for concert and
ball, and a banquet of unusual novelty and preparation
will be served by Miss I.M* Atwood, an experienced ca-
terer. Various modistes in and out of town are busy
with completion of numerous handsome costumes to be
worn for the first time on the special occasion. Appli-
cations for accomodations have already been received,
from parties in Newport, Claremont, Springfield, Bel-
lows Ifclls, Ifeene and other places."
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Other events were happining in town the week of
the BIG- event. If you have ever thought that life was
dull and boring in the small country. towns of that date
then you'd better change your mind, and change it fast.
Charlestown of that day had about 1200 population. The
next town south, Walpole, about the same number. This
was another hotbed of dancing, Alstead then numbered
about 800 inhabitants, "ith those figures in mind let's
see what else was happening in town that week:
2/3/00 Charlestown:- "The week is devoted to entertain-
ments commencing 'Tuesday evening with the. minstrels,
Thursday evening the pmi anticipated Daniel Grey ball






But at last the big night arrived and this is what
subscribers read concerning it:
2/10/00 Charles town:- '"C03SCOT AND BALL. The grand con-
cert and ball last Thursday evening under the manage-
ment -of -.Daniel Grey was one of those rarely enjoyable
events where delightful anticipation "is exceeded by the
beauty and satisfaction of the' reality. Certainly noth-
ing so elaborate and thoroughly excellent »has occurred
here for years, , - •
"The decotation of the dancing hall was in charge
of Mr and Mrs Thomas Slavin, who formerly designed the
fine decorations for the' <Lrand balls here by the Parget-
ized Cam Co. The ceiling was effectively screened by
central converging' .lines of colored lanterns; and the
bare spaces were filled with heart-sha-ped medallions in
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evergreen, intersected with large mirrors, fine oil
paintings, flags and bunting.
''^^§m^^mum
"The music by Beedle's orchestra of Eeene was the
finest heard here since the old days when the best tal-
ent obtainable was secured, and demonstrated to the six
hundred or more people in attendance that the high rep-
utation of the orchestra had not been over-rated. Some
notable innovations were introduced by Mr Grey in dis-
pensing with the customary grand march and order of dan-
ces which proved highly acceptable. A rare compliment
to the excellence of the music was noted in the linger-
ing of the concert patrons during the entire program,
and the good nature of the dancers in the crowded floor
space, who were content to resign their favorite dances
and promenade in silent enjoyment of the delicious mu-
sic. Mr Charles S. Hutchins acted as prompter for the
square and contra dances on the program.
M s
ttThe floor was in charge of Dr. F.V. Waterman and
all arrangements ,rere carried out in the most systemat-
ic and pleasing manner. The lower hall was also pret-
tily decorated and one of the most elaborate suppers in
the history of the town was served by Miss I.M. Atwood
to more than 200 patrons.
"The large attendance and interest manifested by
the townspeople in this event is a valued compliment to
Mr Grey in appreciation of his successful efforts in
raising the standard of music and dancing in town which
cannot be resurded as other than a public benefit. He
is already in receipt of requests from other places to
establish classes for instruction in dancing assisted
b# Mrs Grey, who is a competent musician."
Now there was a party I How many times has your own
club had over six hundred people attending one of your
graduation balls? I will not embarass*' you by asking ;if
you have ever spenc an evening dancing to a seventeen
piece orchestra. To an orchestra good enough to play
classical music for a concert an hour and a half, before
the dancing started. Yes, times have certainly changed^
We recommend to al], serious students of square dancing
Bert HJveretVs new book "TRADITIONAL CAMDIAH DlICBS*>..
Send $2,00 to Canadian Folk Dance Service, 605 King Sft'.
¥., Toronto 2B, Ontario, Canada', for your copjt. • " *•
If you like Old-Time Fiddle Music, then you 'owe it to
yourself to join either or both of these organizations:
American Old Time Tiddlers Ass'n, 6l4l Morrill Ave . Lin-
coln, Nebr. 68507 and/or Northeast Fiddlers Ass'n, RFD
# 3, Barre, Vt. 05641, Both publish interesting and "in-
formative, newsletters c
Why not subscribe to- "STMIC NEWS", 12 issues for $2,50
from 160 E-55th 3t. Few York, E,Y. 10022.
From Mary Ann Herman comes late word that on the staf
f
of Maine Folk. Dance Camp sessions AB will be one of our
favorite teachers, Madelynne Greene, of Sam Francisco.
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From the files of "The Few Hampshire Sentinel publish-
ed in Ireene, H«H. The fifth oldest news pr- per in the
country.
N.H.S. l'7ll/83, Chesterfield - The dance on Wednesday
evening was a pleasant affair, music good, and avery-
body happy* Johnny Phillips, in his early teens, played
the violin with the others, part of the time, and du-
ring tbo recess gave a solo on his violin which was
much admired. He gives evidence of natural ability, be-
ing almost wholly self-taught, and right here let us
coreect a statement which seems to have got abroad, hea
ven only knows how, that the last two dancss were got
up for the benefit of the Congregational society, the
.money collected being for their usei 'So greater mistake
could be made, as the society had nothing to do with it
in any way, and the money, every penny of it, was mid
directly to the band, was contributed for them, and no
person living sver thought of appropriating it for any
other purpose, ftor have the surprise portion which have
been ? iven in the pest few weeks, had any connection
with the sociable, as some have tried to represent*
1T.H.S. 10/31/S3, ?itzwillian - last week Tuesday Mr 3.
A. Cutting celebrated his seventeenth wedding amiver
sary, ?nd dedicated his new house with a grand nhouse
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warming11 . About a hundred relatives and friends were
present and passed a happy afternoon, winding up with a
grand dinner at six p„m a The Hast Jaffrey Cornet band
furnished music for the occasion * In the evening Mr II ,
marched his guests down to the town hall and treated
them to a dance. Here all had a. splendid time and the
party did not break up till far into the night. Mr Hut-
ting and wife received many valuable presents , and all
their friends unite in wishing them success and a long,
happy life*
UsELSa 10/17/83. Hinsdale - The second annual meeting
of the Maplewood Trotting Park association took place
on Tuesday s October 9th - - The Brattleboro Military
Band furnished most excellent music at the park ground
and in the hall in the evening - - - The grand ball at
the town hall in the evening, under the direction of
the association, was a great success; there were at
least eighty couples on the floor dancing to the fine
music of the brattleboro Military Orchestra, with sup-
per at the Hotel Ashuelot. - - At disk's Hall there was
another dance given by Clark's Hinsdale orchestra, as-
sisted by Yemen's most accomplished violinist, Mr Ad-
dison Brooks.. -Forty couples reported at this reunion;
in fact "the woods were full" of dancers who only want
ed room to vibrate in.
N.H.S. n/21/83, Chesterfield - Universalist festival
brought out, as usual, a goodly number, with liberal
hearts and pockets well supplied with the needful - - -
After supper a large number retired, leaving over sixty
couples to enjoy the dance,, which was kept up until 4
a*m Burnett & Biggins, band furnishing excellent music.
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Persons from all denominations were present, and the
best of order ard good humor reigned both at the ball
and hotel, where numbers were quartered,
N.H.S. n/21/83, Ashuelot - The firemen's ball on Thank
s giving evening was the most successful one that they
have ever held. The dancers numbered sixty-four couples,
while seventy-five partook of the bountiful supper at
the Kinsley House, by which the reputation of the house
was well sustained. The whole affair passed off in a
very decorous manner, to the satisfaction of the most
critical, doing the firemen great credit. .
wmB-
N.H.S. H/21/83, Bast Swanzey - Those of our young peo-
ple who take pleasure in participating in a well con-
ducted dance and who went to Yalley Hall Thursday even-
ing anticipating a pleasant time were most sadly disap-
pointed. The number present of those who intended to
make the gathering a pleasant one, was large, but the
unpleasant feature of the gathering was the presence of
a gang of toughs from your city who exhibited the most
depraved humanity that was ever seen in a ball room in
this town. It was quite evident that the miserable crea-
tures wanted to provoke a fight, and to prepare them-
selves for it they had filled themselves to overflowing
with liquor. In provoking a fight they failed, but they
did not fail to drive many from the hall by their dis-
gusting conduct. It seems almost unaccountable that
such specimens of humanity can live, move and have a
being and find employment in your, city. .We would sug-
gest to those citizens of Keene who employ help and who
have some regard for the reputation of its people, that
they might with propriety exercise some disciplinary
measures over such as have no regard for their own oto
other peoples' reputation.
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S.H.S. 12/12/83, Chesterfield - The "Philharmonic Orch-
estra" gave very fine music for the dance at town hall
on Thursday evening, but the dancers were not out in
large numbers, prominent among the reasons being the
fact that many gents came without lcdies. Their mistake
this time will probably teach them a lesson for the fu-
ture. The hall was finely decorated and lighted , and
the floor in the best possible condition. Our citizens
need no longer feel ashamed of the hall, as they ought
to have been for many years past. A first class supper
was served at Chesterfield House, proving that mine
host Parr has not forgotten how to cater for the public
since his return from Lake S ;>offord, a few weeks ag©»
NaH.S* 12/12/83, Hinsdale - The Odd Fellows and Masons
of this place will give a grand concert and ball at the
town hall next week JPriday evening. This will be the
principal dance of the winter and the one which will
command a crowded house. The Philharmonic Orchestra of
Brattleboro has been procured to furnish music for the
occasion, which warrants that of a first clasa charac-
ter. A very large party has always been brought out to
the annual dances of these societies, and we can see no
reason why this, with all the complete arrangements
should be an exception*
H.H.S. 12/20/83, Fitzwilliam— Owing to a pressure of
other work your correspondent was unable to write a re-
port of the firemen's ball for last week's Sentinel. It
took place Wednesday evening, the 12-th inst. Excellent
music was furnished by Maynard & Wheeler's Orchestra of
Feene, the prompting being particularly excellent. A-
bout seventy dance tickets were sold and never has the
writer seen a more orderly party than the one there as-
sembled. Parties from Troy, ¥inchendon, Waterville,
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Much has been said in behalf of the -t#C*^^ ^%
Duquesne University Tamburitzans Ajr r \ \1
but many folk dancers may not know /
j
j\]\ \
that the Miami Valley Polk Dancers / [j';' V
sponsored by the Bureau of Reere- / | »:[• \ \
ation, Dayton, Ohio, successfully 1
j j>[ ; ; It j
promoted two concerts . The Tammies i \ !-^_ \~^3Lrr^ }
played to a full house on December
j
) j/'^rf-^'' . xtX





a 2500 capacity concert auditorium, \ '"' jf#j 1
Memorial Hall, Dayton, Ohio. With a &*-'-' '-'./.:
j
heap of determination, but no money, j ;\
they succeeded. It was a work of loveW.' :
,
/
...and it workedl In addition to pay-"/ : /) /
ing the Tammies their fee in I966, the; / \
j
Miami Valley Folk Dancers contributed {_[] \^gL
S1000,00 to their development fund andf^5^ / j
were later surprised to learn that j
j /
their name had appeared in bronze on f~~7 f" ~7
a plaque in the Duquesne University M br;/
Tamburitzan Cultural Center in Pitts- j -; l—i
burgh. The club's treasury also bene- Is r""'vJ\
fitted. A similar contribution after //- x - ,-->
the 1967 concert placed Mary K Wolff'sf/LV
name under that of her group because
"~"*~
Mary, having been a Miami Valley Folk Dancer, was the
inspiration for the Dayton concerts. She has been a
Tammie since 1965 and will graduate in June, 1968. The
really important point however, is that thousands upon
thousands of people who love excellent music, dancing,
and costuming, do not know about the Duquesne Universi-
ty Tamburitzans. If they have the will, folk dancers
can. bring this fantastically talented group to their
communities. They can make this experience, to fabu-
lous for description, available. The Tamburitzans are
established, completing their thirty-first year of per-
formance with a State Department sponsored eight-week
tour to South America in #une and July u Wouldn't you
"be thrilled to sponsor them in your community? To find
out how a group of only thirty folk dancers accomplish
ed this in a community where the Tamburitzans were
practically unknown, write to C+race Wolff, 604 Kenwood
Avenue, Dayton 8 Ohio, k5k()6» The, Miami Valley Folk Ian
cers will be glad to. share twith'.you their formula for
success o
./v
Write to Mrs Frank 3. Boyd, Star Route # 1, Gwego, N tY»
13827 for a copy of the " Clearinghouse Newsletter"
„
The Roberson Folk Dancers of Binghamton, N.Y. sponsor
a Hungarian dance workshop with Andor Gzompo, May 11
Conny & Marianne Taylor sponsor a French dance workshop „•
with Germain & Louise Hebert, April 18, at the Browne &
Nichols School gym*
If you live in the New York City area you might like to
visit Brazniks, 84 East ?fch St, for boots, Ukrainian,
Russian 3,nd Polish costumes. They do excellent work and
have been serving the public for many, many years
The dates for the Pittsburgh Folk Festival are June 7,8,
& 9. This is a terrific festival and if you like folk
dancing you shouldn't miss it„ -Remember the dates
MARRIED; March. 2, 1968, Richard Munch
1 & Edith Holmer.
Did you know that the Wisconsin State Histprical Society
8l6 State St. Madison, Wis c 53706 has issued a series of
tapes called "SOUNDS' OF HERITAGE" that you may BORRW?
For free I i| They cover a wide range of ethnic groups who
live in Wisconsin and include music, folk tales, stcriel






\/s -^a .^ ^/,/i J??
Almost everyone knows the difference between right and
wrong, hut some hate to make decisions.
M tax collector is the man who tells you wiat to do
with the money you have already spent.
A throty is a hunch with a college education.
A man gets tired of chasing the dollar when the tax
collector is running along beside him to grab 30 cents
of it.
A wise man isn f t nearly as certain of anything as a
fool is of everything.
Civilization is a system under which a man pays a quar-
ter to park his car so he won't be fined a dollar while
spending a dime for a cup of coffee*
If you look like your passport picture, you aren't well
enough to travel.
Most folks have presence of mind, the trouble is ab-
sence of thought.
If all the world's economists were placed end to end
they wouldn't reach a conclusion.
TQFGTJE TWISTERS
The only oil Earl spoils is the early oil.
Seven shy soldiers salted salmon shoulder to shoulta? a




Sweet April showers v;'4.-
r
.-.*--
Bring forth May flowers. \:U'
When April blows his horn
It's good for hay and com,
An April flood
Carries away the frog and his brood
SLD-TIME RIDDLE
Why are infantrymen tired on thee first of April?
Because they have just had a March of 31 days.
EASTER SAYINGS
If you don't wear something new on Easter Day the crows
will spoil everything you have on.
3?ine weather on Easter in Yorkshire is a sign of a good
harvest. If it rains before morning church is over, it
is a sign of a bad harvest harvest. :^,\.
IBEAMS
To dream of the man you will marry 9 take a thimbleful
of salt the night before Easter,
Another sure way of dreaming of the man you will marry
is to ceunt seven stars for seven nights , W; _....
k6
PRQV3RBS
The stranger the man, the more weighty his argument,
A good man grows gray, but a rascal grows bald.
Bargain like a gipsey, but pay like a gentleman.
Folly has eagle's wings but the eyes of an owl.
None is fool always; everyone sometimes.
A sleeping fox counts hens in his dreams,
Never lend a horse, a razor, or your wife.
If you lend you either lose the money or gain an enemy.
If you have had enough of your friend, lend him some
money.
LILY OP TH1 VALLSY
The familiar lily of the valley, new admired as a*
spring-garden flower, was known in the Middle Ages as a
medicinal herb. If the flower were rubbed on the fore-
head and the back of the neck, the person 30 treated
would be guaranteed "good common sense"*
SUPERSTITIONS
If you sweep your room at night you will become poor.
A bride who wears orange blossoms may e^ect rood luck.
A dream of brea.d is a sure sign of money coming to you.
Certain colors signify character traits. Red governs
love, affection or lust; orange is simplicity or ign»r
ance; scarlet rules emotion and anger; crimson is the
color of animal, passions; and brown is worldly wisdom.
//////
Learn to dance well. If you have not a head, your heels
may make your fortune
.
If you are disposed to grow fat, keep your eyes open
and your mouth shut.
'+7
1TTCGR1PES
Remember them? When we were growing up every te'ea'-agsr
- especially girls - had one <, Here are a few %itj-
graphs" remembered from long aga
When you are old and cannot see
Put on your specs and think of me*
r^%^?3
Rememoer me on tne river -;-. L-.*-- -; $
Remember me on the lake
Remember me on your wedding day
And send me a pieoe of ealce©
When yon. are married and live upstairs
And your husband is cress to you
Just take a whip and give him a clip W^ls
And I will help you too, ?J<
'/•• ',
i *-. ? V
I "--, .-:•'
I wish I was a little rock
,;: '%?£*
"
A-sitti.n' on a hill .'•'"•'v
And dcdn J nothin 5 all day long
Bat just a~si-ttin T still
I woul&nH eat, I wouldnH sleep
I woulfba $ t even wash;
I*d sit and sit a million years
And think' of you b'gesho




I know not how to begin
Tot there . is nothing in me original
Sxeept original siru
I wish I were a little babe
Upon you knee allying
Then you would give a kits? to me
1]} keep the babe from crying^
When this you sss s remember me,
Ano. t^._xe a iit'v.'.s cauiiip tea a
DC YOU ESM33MEER?
The string on a hat that attached to your coat lapel
and kept the hat from blowing away on a windy day?
The little thread loops behind and below the lapel but-
tonhole, to hold the stem of a boutonniete?
When Model T's, the forerunner of Model A's bounced
over the streets?
When Jimmy and Tommy Dorsey were among the top bands?
or
When jitterbugging was the rage?
When men wore spats to warm their ankles in the Winter?
When the most terrifying words in the world were, "Wait
til your father gets home"!
or
When baked beans and fresh baked brown b-ead were regu-
lar Saturday night fare?
When real home made ice cream, chilled in the snow, was
a delight never to be equaled?
or
When you could buy a brand new Chewy for $^75?
When Babe Ruth was booming home runs ?
When Lou Gehrig was the "Iron Man"?
or when
Fed Brant at Carter was a favorite in the comic pages?
Khute Rockne put a little place called Notre Dame on
the map?
Gen "Black Jack" Pershing was a national hero?
Paula Wilson disappeared from Bennington College?
or when
Women used curling irons ?
Amelia Sarhart was a daring aviatrix?
When you had a tiny gold pencil for a watch-charm?
W&en a load of sap-pails was a sign of spring?
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POLK DMCING- 'ROUND BOSTON - Regular Weekly Classes
Monday - Scottish Country Dance Society, Cambridge,
YV7CA 7:45-10:30. Glasses on 3 levels and social hour.
Newcomers welcome.
Tuesday - 1st Tues. of each month, square dance with
live music. Unitarian Church, Church St. Harvard Sq.
Cambridge, Mass. 8:3©-ll:00. Charlie tfebster, caller.
Wednesday - English Dancing, Cambridge, YWCA. Country
Dance 7:^-5; Morris Dance, 9:15; Rapper 10:15, Newcomers
welcome. The more the merrier
J
Thursday - Advanced-Intermediate Polk Dance, Cambridge
Y¥CA, 8:33-11:00 Teaching <& requests. The Taylors.
Priday - Basic Polk Dance, Cambridge, YV7CA, 8:3€-11: 09
(Hambo taught each Priday at 8:15) The Taylors.
Square, Contra & Polk Dancing, 1st Armenian Church
Concord,Ave. Belmont, 8:30-11:30. Ted Sannella, caller.

